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Abstract
The separation of submicron particles suspended in gaseous flows is a prob-
lem of great importance and is the subject of sustained research efforts. This
is motivated by several challenges presented by modern science and technol-
ogy requiring high separation efficiencies for submicron particles. Continuous
acoustic particles separation is a novel technique based on the acoustophoresis
phenomenon, in which a particle within an acoustic field is manipulated using
acoustic forces on its surface. This technique has the potential to overcome
some of the limitations of common techniques for the separation of submi-
cron particles, as well as performing advanced tasks such as sorting particles
according to their size or density.

In this thesis, the separation of submicron solid particles suspended in
air is investigated experimentally, with a focus on the effect of key design
parameters (acoustic, flow, geometry) on the efficiency of the process. A simple
method based on laser light scattering was also used to provide qualitative
information on the particle number density as a function of position in the
channel. This technique allowed to quickly investigate the effect of a wide
range of parameters on the acoustic separation efficiency including the pressure
amplitude, the frequency of the standing wave, the average flow velocity and
the parallelism of the channel walls. The results demonstrate conclusively that
acoustic manipulation is possible for submicron particles and that the acoustic
force scales following the trends expected from theoretical models developed in
the continuum regime. From the size of the particles used it however follows
that the observed separation is the result of transition regime acoustophoresis,
with a Knudsen number on the order of 0.2.

To obtain more detailed information, an on-line quantitative measurement
technique based on sampling part of the flow was used to provide both the
number density and size distribution of particles across the channel height.
The preliminary results demonstrate the potential of this approach, showing
a clear separation of submicron TiO2 particles in the 100–600 nm range by
acoustic forces.

Keywords: acoustic separation, submicron particles, gaseous flows, laser light
scattering, SMPS, transition regime
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Sammanfattning

Separation av submikronpartiklar uppburna av flöden är av stor bety-
delse och är föremål för fortg̊aende forskningsinsatser. Detta motiveras av
flera omr̊aden inom vetenskap och teknik som kräver hög separationseffek-
tivitet av submikronpartiklar. Kontinuerlig akustisk partikelseparation är en
ny teknik baserad p̊afenomenet akustofores, genom vilket en partikel manip-
uleras med hjälp av akustiska krafter p̊adess yta. Denna teknik har potential
att övervinna n̊agra av de vanliga teknikernas begränsningar och att uträtta
avancerade uppgifter som att sortera partiklar efter storlek eller densitet.

I denna avhandling undersöks experimentellt separation i en suspension av
luft och solida, submikrona partiklar, med fokus p̊aeffekten av grundläggande
designparametrar (akustik, flöde, geometri) p̊aprocessens effektivitet. Dessu-
tom utgör experimenten ett konceptbevis för en ny teknik för att kvantitativt
mäta akustisk kraft p̊asubmikronpartiklar i ett akustiskt fält.

Experiment utf ördes med en enkel metod baserad p̊aspridning av laserljus
för att tillhandah̊alla kvalitativ information om partikeltäthet som funktion av
läget i kanalen. Med denna teknik kan inverkan p̊aseparationen fr̊an ett brett
spann av parametrar snabbt studeras. Bland dessa ing̊ar tryckets amplitud,
frekvensen hos den st̊aende v̊agen, medelhastigheten hos flödet och hur paral-
lella kanalväggarna är. Resultaten visar entydigt att akustisk manipulation av
submikronpartiklar är möjligt och att de akustiska krafterna skalar enligt de
trender som förutsp̊as av teoretiska modeller utvecklade för kontinuumregimen.
Partikelstorleken antyder emellertid att den observerade separationen kommer
fr̊an akustofores i transitionsregionen eftersom Knudsentalet är av storleksor-
dningen 0,2.

För att f̊amer detaljerad information användes en kvantitativ, on-line-
mätteknik i vilken delar av flödet mättes för att ge b̊ade partikeltäthet och
fördelningen av partikelstorlek över kanalens höjd. De preliminära resultaten
demonstrerar potentialen hos denna strategi och visar p̊aen tydlig separation av
submikrona TiO2-partiklar av storlek 100-600 nm fr̊an de akustiska krafterna.

Nyckelord: akustisk separation, submikronpartiklar, flöden, laserljussprid-
ning, SMPS, transitionsomr̊adet



Preface

In this thesis, the acoustic separation of submicron solid particles suspended
in air in a flow-through separator is studied experimentally using two different
diagnostic approachs. The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part
provides an introduction to separation of particles in acoustic fields, gives an
overview of the experimental setups and summarises the results. The second
part consists of two papers;

Paper 1. Ramin J. Imani, Etienne Robert;

Acoustic Separation of Submicron Solid Particles in air

Paper 2. Ramin J. Imani, Etienne Robert;

Quantitative Measurement of Acoustic Separation of Submicron Solid Par-
ticles in Air

May 2015, Stockholm

Ramin Imani Jajarmi
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Some people say, “How can you live without knowing?” I do
not know what they mean. I always live without knowing.
That is easy. How you get to know is what I want to know.

Richard P. Feynman (1918–1988)
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Overview and summary





CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Acoustophoresis is a phenomenon in which particles subjected to acoustic waves
experience forces and as result are moved away from their initial positions. It
can be exploited to manipulate particles suspended in a host medium (aqueous
or gaseous) and move them to specific locations in a standing wave pattern
established in a resonator. The force at the origin of acoustophoresis can
be harnessed to perform a wide range of desirable operations in multiphase
flows as long as the phases involved have different acoustic properties. Such
acoustically-mediated particle manipulation has been investigated in macro-
scales (centimetres to meters) since the early 20th century. Mainstream in-
terest arose a few decades ago when the technique was applied to microfluidic
systems, driven mainly by life science applications as a cell or particle manip-
ulation tool. Recent advances in ultrasonic standing wave microfluidics, i.e.
acoustofluidics, have demonstrated attractive capabilities that can potentially
be adapted to perform acoustic particle manipulation tasks in gases.

Several applications could benefit from the developments of acoustic-based
separation techniques suitable for gaseous flows. These could potentially over-
come some of the limitations of common separation techniques, such as cy-
clones, electrostatic precipitators (ESPs), and filters. In the context of the work
presented here, applications foreseen for this technique include the removal of
submicron particles from a wide range of combustion processes, sampling of
pathogens propagating in indoor air and aerosol sampling for environmental
research. In this thesis, acoustic separation of submicron solid particles in air
has been investigated in detail to identify the range of possibilities offered by
this technique. Of special interest is the identification of the particle sizes that
can be manipulated acoustically in gases and the separation efficiency that can
be achieved with practical resonators.

1.1. Motivation and potential applications

The project was initiated with combustion and biomass gasification processes
in mind, either to clean the effluents or assist with aerosol treatment in in-
termediate steps. Other applications that can benefit from the development of
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

acoustic separation techniques were identified as the project progressed, includ-
ing airborne pathogen sampling for rapid detection and aerosol concentration
for environmental science research.

1.1.1. Combustion processes and particle emission

It is well established that the size of the particles produced in combustion
processes can vary from a few nanometers to several micrometers, with the
majority of particle numbers in the submicron range (Linak & Peterson 1984).
Most problematic are diesel engines, coal combustion and open fire furnaces,
for which increasingly stringent regulations are being implemented. Numerous
epidemiological studies have shown a clear association between the level of
exposure to airborne submicron particles and human morbidity and mortality
rates (de Hartog et al. 2003; Disney 2004; Janssen et al. 2005; Halonen et al.
2009). A characteristic of submicron particles is their large surface area to
volume ratio, since the particle are as a rule non-sperical, which makes them
a good carrier for pollutants (Oberdorster 2000). There is therefore a need
to remove not only the micron-sized particles whose emissions are currently
regulated but also the submicron particles generated in combustion processes.

These small particles are however still largely unregulated by ambient air
quality standards (Keogh & Sonntag 2011). For instance, current emission
standards in Europe (Euro 5/6) have imposed limits for the first time on the
total number of particles emitted by light- and heavy-duty diesel engines in
addition to mass-based regulations (Zheng et al. 2014).

Several abatement systems are available for removing particles in gas streams,
including ElectroStatic Precipitators (ESPs), cyclones, filters and wet scrub-
bers. However, all of these techniques exhibit a common drawback; limited
capabilities to treat submicron particles. The collection efficiency of an ESP
for particles in the range of 0.1 µm to 1 µm is at least an order of magnitude
lower than for 10 µm particles (Parker 1996; Miller et al. 1997). A typical single
stage cyclone can have a collection efficiency of approximately 50% for 1 µm
particles (Hoffmann & Stein 2007), a value that significantly decreases in the
submicron range. The collection efficiency of wet scrubbers is somewhat better
and can reach at high as 40% for submicron particles (Hesketh & Schifftner
1996). Besides limited efficiencies to capture very small particles, they also
have other issues such as high power consumption, ozone generation, potential
for clogging, limited capabilities under harsh environmental conditions and the
generation of liquid waste (Parker 1996; Hoffmann & Stein 2007; Miller et al.
1997; Hesketh & Schifftner 1996). Considering these limitations, there is a
need for alternative abatement systems that can effectively remove submicron
particle from gas streams. Acoustic particle separation is a promising approach
for this task as it is not subjected to most of the limitations associated with
traditional particle removal techniques. This technique is however still in its
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infancy and its capabilities, particularly in terms of particle size and separation
efficiency, have to be addressed through fundamental and applied research.

1.1.2. Airborne pathogen propagation

The acoustic manipulation of submicron particles suspended in air is also rele-
vant in the context of airborne pathogen propagation. Real-time virus detection
requires a sampling technique that can perform size separation and concentra-
tion of virus-laden aerosols, to deliver the particles most susceptible to yield
a useful signal to a detector. At the moment, various sampling devices are
available to capture airborne viruses such as liquid and solid impactors, filters
and ESPs, but they typically cannot provide samples of aerosols in real-time to
an on-line detection sensor. These systems are usually employed to captured
aerosols on collection surfaces, metallic plates or culture media, via different
mechanisms such as inertial impaction, interception, diffusion, and electrostatic
attraction (Kulkarni et al. 2011). The collected samples are then sent for the
final analysis to a laboratory, i.e. an off-line detection approach. They also
have other drawbacks including a potential to structurally damage particles
from high shear during sampling processes and to inactivate viruses due to the
presence of ozone caused by strong electric field (Verreault et al. 2008).

The use of acoustic forces to assist airborne pathogen sampling is being in-
vestigated in the context of the Norosensor project (Norosensor 2014), aimed at
developing the first portable modular biosensor platform for rapid and sense-
tive airborne virus detection. The project focuses on norovirus (NoV), the
most common cause of viral gastroenteritis in humans, infecting about 4% of
the population annually, worldwide (Lindesmith et al. 2008). The detection
sensor used is based on an advanced Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) pro-
viding single pathogen sensitivity integrated in a lab-on-chip system (Marx
2003). The sensor requires its surface to be exposed to a certain number of
NoV in order to yield a signal that can be interpreted as a positive detection.

One of the obstacles to the design of rapid real-time airborne virus detection
system is the potential for clogging of the sensor by the sheer amount of aerosol
that needs to be collected, including dust and skin flakes. Generally, infectious
bioaerosols are composed of a wide range of particle sizes. The lower size
limit of a viral aerosol suspended in air is the virus diameter itself, which
can be as small as 20-30 nm. The largest particle size depends on several
parameters, such as the size and concentration of other particles suspended in
the air, the suspension time of the bioaerosol and the thermodynamic state
of the environment (e.g. temperature, relative humidity). Another critical
factor is the means of areosolization either directly from infected patient (e.g.
breathing, coughing, sneezing) or from secondary mechanisms (e.g. flushing a
toilet, vomit) (Verreault et al. 2008). Considering the typical aerosol pathways
and the rapid drying or gravitational settling of water-based droplets in typical
indoor air, it is likely that particles capable of airborne transmission of NoV
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are in the submicron size range, 100 nm<D<1 µm (Xie et al. 2007; Ferron &
Soderholm 1990). In this range, aerosols are large enough to contain a sufficient
viral load and small enough to not settle quickly. Another practical issue is
the very low concentration of the airborne viral aerosols in clinical settings,
requiring the sampling of large volumes of air. This increases the detection
time and the risk of rapid sensor clogging.

Acoustic particle separation technique can potentially address both of these
issues. An acoustic separator as a first aerosol treatment stage can concentrate
all the particles suspended to reduce the volume of air sent to the sensor.
Acoustic sorting of particles according to their size, i.e. acting as a band-pass
filter, can also be used to target a specific size range.

1.1.3. Environmental aerosol research

The detailed characterization of physical and chemical properties of aerosols
is required to study their effect on various environmental phenomena such as
cloud formation, atmospheric precipitation and public health. These quantities
are measured using sensors that are often flow limited, therefore to provide a
sufficient amount of aerosol in a reasonable time, large volumes of air have to
be processed (Novosselov & Ariessohn 2014).

This requires the use of aerosol concentrators that rely on the differences
between the properties of the air and of the particles. Several techniques em-
ploying this approach are available, such as cyclones, inertial impactors, settling
chambers and virtual impactors, among others. These systems can concentrate
aerosol in the 0.2-10 µm size range, but induce a pressure drop of at least a few
kPa (Novosselov & Ariessohn 2014). Recently, condensation and evaporation
technologies have been developed to concentrate ultrafine aerosols, which refers
to particles smaller than 100 nm (Demokritou et al. 2003; Gupta et al. 2004).
In these systems, particles are grown using condensation of a vapour on their
surface to increase their sizes over 1 µm before being concentrated using inertial
forces. Subsequently, ultrafine particles are returned to their original size dis-
tribution by evaporating the liquid using a thermal restoration method. These
systems are however limited by the dependence of the processes on the physical
and chemical properties of aerosol such as the hygroscopicity of the particles
(Gupta et al. 2004; Su et al. 2006). Moreover, the original properties of aerosols
might be altered by the condensation-evapration processes.

Acoustic particle concentration and sorting is a potential alternative which
is not subject to the above mentioned limitations and can potentially handle
submicron particles. In addition to particle size, the force imparted on the
particles also depends on their density and compressibility. This feature opens
several application possibilities in the research fields listed above, which will
be addressed in the work presented here.
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1.2. Research challenges and opportunities

The adaption of advanced acoustic particle manipulation techniques developed
in liquid-based acoustofluidic systems to gaseous media is potentially feasible,
but it is not guaranteed. Limitations are imposed by the nature of the gaseous
media which need to be taken into account.

Acoustofluidic systems in liquids use microfluidic channels, typically hun-
dreds of micrometer in width, resonating at megahertz frequencies. This is
beneficial as the axial primary radiation force is proportional to the excitation
frequency (Barnkob et al. 2010; Gorkov 1962). Coupled with the low acoustic
attenuation in water at these frequencies, high magnitude acoustic manipu-
lating force can be achieved using conventional piezoelectric transducers as
excitation source. However, it is unpractical to use megahertz frequencies in
gaseous media due to high attenuation. For example, acoustic energy is at-
tenuated 400 times faster in air than in water at a frequency of 20 kHz, and
the attenuation increase approximately with frequency squared (Kinsler et al.
1999).

Additionally, the very small geometrical dimensions of acoustofluidic sys-
tems means that these devices operate in a very low Reynolds number, well
into laminar regime (Lenshof et al. 2009; Johnson & Feke 1995). In gaseous
flow-through separators, the Reynolds number can easily reach a few hun-
dreds, eventually much more to maximise throughput. This correspond to a
channel with height of one wavelength at a frequency of 50 kHz and a moder-
ate centreline velocity of approximately 0.1 m/s. In this situations, the effect
of turbulence, either residual perturbation originating upstream or generated
in the resonator itself, on the acoustic particle separation efficiency might be
significant.

The other features enabling the generation of powerful acoustic forces in
acoustofluidic systems is the high impedance of liquids and the low acoustic
impedance mismatch between the transducer and the fluid. By comparison, the
impedance of water is approximately 3600 times larger than that of air. The
displacement amplitude required to generate the same acoustic pressure ampli-
tude as in water must therefore be commensurately larger, which significantly
limits the choice of transducers for gas-phase acoustophoresis.

In acoustic separation of submicron aerosols in air, the particle diameter
has the same order of magnitude as the mean free path of the gas molecules.
The validity of the theoretical framework for acoustophoresis developed assum-
ing continuum fluid mechanics therefore needs to be addressed to identify the
critical particle size below which molecular effects become significant. At stan-
dard conditions, the mean free path for air molecules is approximately 68 nm. A
100 nm particle therefore falls in the transition regime with a Knudsen number
(Kn) of 0.68, while the same particle in a liquid-based acoustofluidic systems
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would fall in the continuum regime with Kn<0.001. At the moment, only rel-
atively a few number of experimental investigations have been carried out to
study acoustic separation of particles suspended in air and none has considered
the submicron range specifically. For instance, the investigations of Budwig
et al. (2010), and Anderson et al. (2002) are limited to the separation and
fractionation of particles several microns in diameter.

1.3. Objectives and scope of present work

The work presented here is motivated by recent developments in liquid-phase
acoustofluidics which demonstrate desirable capabilities that can potentially be
adapted to several gas-phase applications. The initial objective of this project
was to experimentally investigate the feasibility of the continuous acoustic sep-
aration of particles suspended in gases, with an emphasis on the submicron
size range. A versatile flow-through resonator was built to perform fundamen-
tal investigation of the issues where understanding is lacking in gases-phase
acoustic separation. Of special interest are the quantification of molecular ef-
fects as function of particle size and the re-mixing role of turbulence for high
throughput applications. An experimental parametric study was carried out
to assess the effect of several key design parameters on the acoustic separation
efficiency of submicron solid particles. The configuration used consists of a
standing wave generated across the height of a rectangular channel using an
off-the-shelf electrostatic transducer.

Two different experimental techniques were used to provide information
on the particle number density and particle size distribution as a function of
position across the channel height. The first is based on light scattering and
provides qualitative information as the particle number density as function of
position across the channel height. It was used to perform a parametric study
on the effect of the pressure amplitude, the frequency of the standing wave, the
average flow velocity and the parallelism of the channel walls on the separation
efficiency. The second technique can provided quantitative information on both
the size distribution and the number density of the particles, but requires the
sampling of the flow in the channel.

This thesis is divided as follow: First, historical developments, current
state-of-the-art and theoretical background related to acoustic particle manip-
ulation are covered in the second chapter. In the third chapter, the experi-
mental methods used are presented, including a detailed description of the two
diagnostic approaches implemented to measure particle concentrations and size
distributions. The results obtained are then discussed in chapter four, along
with an outline of future works. And finally, a compilation of journals and
conferences is presented.



CHAPTER 2

Particles in acoustic fields

In the following chapter, an historical perspective and the current state of the
art will be presented along with a theoretical framework for both liquid and
gas phase acoustic particle manipulation.

2.1. State of the art and recent developments

Kundt & Lehmann (1874) were the first to observe acoustic force on suspended
dust particles, visible as striation within a standing wave. A decade later
Rayleigh (1884) provided a theoretical explanation for the unexpected obser-
vation, by Dvorak (1876), of air currents in a Kundt’s tube and corresponding
entrainment of particles in by these structures, and emphasized the importance
of viscosity in their formation. Such acoustically induced fluid motion is now
called Rayleigh streaming. Wood & Loomis (1927) later conducted a series of
experiments to investigate the properties of high-power ultrasonic vibration in
liquid and solid media. They reported that a glass disk, weighed 150 gr, can
be suspended in oil bath at a certain distances from a vibrating quartz plate,
mounted at the bottom of the bath, as a result of the sound radiation pressure.
Inspired by these studies, Patterson & Cawood (1931) set up an experiment
in which they reported aggregation of micron-sized particles suspended in air
at the nodal planes of a standing wave. From the 1930s onwards and until
recently, the striation of particles observed in standing waves has been investi-
gated mainly in gaseous flows, a research topic which was later named “acoustic
aerosol coagulation” or “agglomeration” and is covered in Section 2.1.1.

Early works in the late 19th and early 20th centuries were essentially con-
sidered a curiosity due to a lack of practical applications. The use of acous-
tics as a particle and cell manipulation technique for life science applications
changed this, starting with the in vivo observation of red blood cell aggrega-
tion in the vessels of chicken embryos under an ultrasound field by Dyson et al.
(1971). This unprecedented experiment demonstrated the use of megahertz
acoustic waves to manipulate micron-size cells or particles suspended in liquid
media. Life-science applications for acoustic particle manipulation is now the
main driving force behind further developments, motivated by concentration,
separation and sorting capabilities. In the last two decades, the fast pace of
advances has revealed that acoustofluidic systems can be a robust alternative to
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8 2. PARTICLES IN ACOUSTIC FIELDS

other cell manipulation techniques such as dielectrophoresis, magnetophoresis
and hydrodynamical systems (Lenshof & Laurell 2010). As liquid-phase acous-
tic techniques intended for life science applications are part of the motivation
behind the work presented here, this topic will be reviewed in Section 2.1.2. Fi-
nally, literature related to the core of the current work, namely the continuous
acoustic separation of particles in gases, will be reviewed briefly in Section 2.1.3,
highlighting the few investigations done on this subject.

2.1.1. Gas phase acoustic coagulation and aggregation

Acoustic waves, either travelling or standing, cause displacement of particles
within acoustic fields, resulting in different rates of motion for particles of
different size and density (Cheng et al. 1983; Riera et al. 2015). Hence, in
polydispersed suspensions exposed to the acoustic fields, the rate of collision
between particles increases, which promotes coagulation or agglomeration. The
first practical application exploiting the coagulating effect of traveling waves
was for the dispersion of natural water fog (Amy 1932). Another application
was later patented by Brandt & Freund (1936) to reduce the processing times
for the removal of industrial smoke, dusts and fogs. During and after World
War II, vigorous efforts were made in the USA to develop powerful air-jet
traveling sound generators (sirens) to disperse fog on airport runways (Sinclair
1950). The results were positive under calm weather, but the system was
ineffective in moderate and extreme conditions. Researches on aerodynamic
sound generators, whistles and sirens, were abandoned mainly due to their low
efficiency, poor directivity and difficulties associated with working in ultrasound
frequencies (Greguss 1964).

After the 1950s there was an inactive period of research in the USA but ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations on this topic were carried out in other
countries such as the Soviet Union, Japan and Germany. A comprehensive re-
view by Mednikov (1963) covers the theoretical and experimental developments
up to the early 1960s. In Japan, extensive experiments by Oyama et al. (1954)
were performed on the sonic-inertial technique, which was developed in 1947
by Ultrasonic corporation USA (Denser & Neumann 1949). This technique
consists of a cyclone and an acoustic coagulation chamber, connected in series.
Oyama and his colleagues used this technique for the precipitation of different
aerosols such as zinc oxide, carbon black, sulphuric acid, coke gas tar, and
cracking gas condensate (Oyama et al. 1954).

In the 1970s, interest in acoustic based particle manipulation techniques
was revived by the stricter air pollution legislation in the USA, the Clean
Air Act Amendments (1970). Acoustic coagulation studies were published
in the following years by a number of groups around the world (Scott 1975;
Cheng et al. 1983; Hoffmann & Koopmann 1997). Of particular interest are
works by groups in Spain and Germany investigating the development of new
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types of high-efficiency and highly directional power piezoelectric transduc-
ers (Gallego-Juarez et al. 1978, 1994). Understanding of the hydrodynamic
mechanisms behind acoustic coagulation, especially acoustic wake effect, was
increased through several experimental and theoretical investigations involving
both monodisperse and polydisperse aerosols (González et al. 2000, 2002).

During the last decade, interest in the acoustic coagulation process has
been renewed once more as a result of numerous reports revealing the adverse
effect of submicron aerosols on humans health and ecosystems. In this con-
text, acoustic coagulation is mainly considered as a pretreatment stage prior
to conventional secondary particle removal systems (typically an ESP or a fil-
ter) thus increasing the capture efficiency for particles in the submicron range
(Riera et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2012). Gallego-Juarez et al. (1999) developed a
multi-frequency acoustic preconditioning chamber combined with an electro-
static filter for the treatment of exhaust fumes from a 0.5 MW fluidized bed
coal combustor, demonstrating an improved capture efficiency of approximately
39% in the submicron size range. Guo et al. (2012) reported an increase in mass
removal efficiency of approximately 45% for submicron fly ash particles using
a two stage acoustic and gas-solid jet system.

Although there has been considerable progress in ultrasound and sonic
aerosol coagulation for the removal of submicron particles, a number of prob-
lems remain that hinder the widespread adoption of such systems. These are
highlighted in the recent work of Riera et al. (2015) and include the need for
very powerful sound generators to treat large-volume industrial streams and the
limited understanding of the frequency dependence of the coagulation process
for different particle sizes.

2.1.2. Liquid phase acoustic manipulation systems

The vast majority of the research efforts in the last few decades on the subject
of acoustic particle manipulation have been directed at life science applications
in the liquid phase. The resonators typically used have width on the order of
a few hundreds microns and can be precisely fabricated using silicon etching
processes. Under those conditions, the frequency used is in the megahertz range
and very high acoustic intensity can be achieved, resulting in high acoustic
forces on the suspended particles. Acoustic manipulation has been employed
for different purposes in microfluidics systems such as continuous flow-based
manipulation (Lenshof et al. 2012), trapping (Evander & Nilsson 2012) and
positioning of cells (Dual et al. 2012). In the rest of this section, the latest
developments in continuous liquid based microfluidics acoustic manipulation
are covered, with emphasis on techniques that can potentially be adapted to
gaseous flows.
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Continuous particle concentration is a simple particle manipulation task
that can be performed in acoustofluidic systems. Typically, particles are fo-
cused into a single node in a half-wavelength resonator system causing depletion
in the particle number density for the medium surrounding the nodal plane. In
this method, particles or cells experience a dominant acoustic force perpendic-
ular to the flow direction, generally towards pressure nodes, at the same time
as they are entrained by the channel flow. The flow is usually split into two
fractions, one enriched and one depleted, downstream of the acoustic region.
Yasuda et al. (1995) designed one of the early microfluidic continuous parti-
cle concentrators using a quartz chamber of half-wavelength thickness, which
was able to focus particles in a single band. Concentrated polystyrenes beads
were removed through a capillary tube introduced at the downstream end of
the acoustic region. The 10 µm polystyrene particles were concentrated at the
pressure nodal plane of a 500 kHz ultrasonic standing wave. With a 2.01 J/m3

energy density more than 72% of particle were collected through the capillary
tube with residence time of approximately 4 s.

The clarification of suspensions, i.e. the filtration or removal of particles,
can be also be achieved using a similar configuration as the particle concentra-
tion technique described previously. However, this simple design might fail for
dense suspensions due to the overloading of particles in the nodal planes. The
result is a contamination of the clarified fractions of the medium which can
be avoided by relatively small changes in the geometry. For instance, Lenshof
et al. (2009) designed a microfluidic system in which cells were removed sequen-
tially from the enriched band through a series of holes located in the middle of
the channel. They thus developed a plasmaphoresis chip capable of handling
undiluted whole blood and delivering clarified blood plasma.

Techniques have also been developed in acoustofluidic systems to perform
advanced separation tasks such as sorting and separation according to size
or density. For instance, techniques using Free Flow Acoustophoresis (FFA)
controls separation through the magnitude of the force field employed. Gid-
dings (1985) was the first to suggest this technique to achieve segregation in
polydispersed suspension with the particles that experience higher forces being
translated quicker to the node across a laminar flow. Particles can then be
sorted continuously according to their size from their different migration rates
by controlling the residence time of the suspension in the acoustic field. In this
manner, the different particle fractions can be extracted by dividing the lam-
inar flow into multiple outlets. Using this technique, Petersson et al. (2004)
reported the separation of polystyrene particle mixtures into four groups of
different sizes (2, 5, 7, 10 µm). Separation of red cells, platelets and leukocytes
was also reported using the same setup. Adams & Soh (2010) developed a
“band-pass” particle size filter, shown in Fig. 2.1, by serially connecting two
FFA resonators, operated in half wavelength. This configuration required in-
troduction of the mixed particle suspension through buffer at the channel side
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walls and the particle free buffer through the main channel. They were thus
be able to extract a population with narrow size distribution and divide the
particle population into three different size classes.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the serially dual FFA system capable of
distinguishing three different particle size classes (Adams & Soh 2010). Reproduced
with permission from AIP Publishing.

FFA can also be used to achieve binary separation, provided that the sus-
pension contains particles with significantly different acoustic contrast factors
(Φ). The acoustic contrast factor of a particle is a function of the density and
compressibility of both the particle and host medium. Fractionation of poly-
disperse particles can be conveniently achieved when particles having different
signs for the acoustic contrast factor are present. In this case, the acoustic
radiation force is directed towards the pressure nodes for Φ>0 while for Φ<0
it is in the direction of the pressure antinodes of the standing wave. This phe-
nomenon was observed in the early experiments of Gupta et al. (1995) who
demonstrated the separation of polyethylene particles of different compress-
ibilities suspended in 30% glycerol. Petersson et al. (2007) later developed the
first microfluidic based binary acoustophoresis separation system, fractionating
erythrocytes from lipid in blood. This approach can be used for instance to
remove lipid emboli from blood recovered during and following cardiac surgery.

Separation according to size, density or compressibility can also be achieved
by periodically switching the frequency of the excitation. Similarly to FFA, it
is also based on modulating the magnitude of the acoustic force experienced
by particles when switching between different resonant modes of the channel.
Certain combinations of amplitudes, frequencies and actuation intervals can
result in the alignment of different fractions of particles into different nodal
planes in the channel. In Fig. 2.2, a schematic representation of a possible
mode of operation using frequency switching is presented, reproduced from the
work of Liu & Lim (2011). This method was first studied by Mandralis & Feke
(1993), using a cyclic bidirectional channel flow synchronised with a transducer
operated alternatively between two frequencies. Particles larger than a defined
size could then be translated to one end of the channel and smaller particles
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translated to the other end. This approach requires knowing the entrainment
distance of particles at different heights within the Poiseuille flow profile in
the channel and the location of nodal planes across the channel height for
the two different resonance frequencies. Major limitations of separation by
frequency switching include the requirement for very high dimensional precision
and stability of the standing wave patterns formed in the resonating channel.
The beauty of this method is that the separation of particles with different
sizes is only dependent on the resonator actuation parameters and that no
buffer flow is required.

b)

a)

Figure 2.2: a) Trajectory of two particles with different diameter in a resonator
where two operational mode are used. b) Amplitude as function of time. Initially the
fundamental frequency, f1, is applied during period T1. During period T2, frequency
f3 = 3f1 is applied, translating particles to the node nearest to the sidewall, indicated
as A. Switching again to f1 causes the faster translation of larger particle toward node
C. As frequency is again switched to f3, since larger particle (•) are already past the
node B and they are translated to C, while smaller particles (+) translate back to A
(Liu & Lim 2011). Reproduced with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

2.1.3. Continuous acoustic particle separation systems in gases

As mentioned in the introduction, acoustic manipulation of particles suspended
in gases has been investigated for over one century. Until recently, the scope
of these investigations was often limited to application involving large length
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scales such as acoustic dispersion of fog on the runaways or acoustic agglom-
eration in large acoustic chambers. During the last decade, the advances in
micro-scale liquid-based acoustofluidic systems have provided inspiration to
adapt the techniques developed in these systems into gaseous media.

Although continuous acoustic particle separation developed in liquid-based
acoustofluidic systems can potentially bring desirable capabilities in gaseous
flows, only a small number of investigations on this subject are available in the
literature and they are limited to micron-sized particles. For instance, Ander-
son et al. (2002) compared the predicted trajectory of 20 µm diameter water
droplets in an acoustic field using a theoretical model and images captured in
a flow-through separation channel. Budwig et al. (2010) later investigated the
continuous acoustic separation of glass microspheres suspended in air with a
size distribution from 2 to 22 µm. They employed split-flow fractionation to
divide the flow at the channel outlet in two fractions and analyzed the effect of
sound waves on the size distribution in the two sections a downstream collection
chamber. An off-line visualisation approach using a microscope was employed
to evaluate the size distribution of the particle collected in settling chambers.
Their time consuming measurement technique only allowed the investigation
of four different frequencies around the expected resonance of the channel.

2.2. Theoretical background

King (1934) was the first to derive a comprehensive theoretical formula for the
force exerted on a rigid sphere in a plane standing wave. The understanding of
the behaviour of particles suspended in acoustic fields has increased significantly
since then. A particle within a plane standing wave field experiences different
forces; the most important ones in the context of acoustic particle manipulation
are referred to as the primary and secondary radiation forces (PRF and SRF).
The PRF result in a displacement of particle away from their initial positions
and towards either pressure nodes to antinodes of the standing waves. In the
following sections, a theoretical framework is presented to reveal the expected
effect of the parameters investigated in the present work on the magnitude and
direction of the acoustic forces.

2.2.1. Primary radiation force

A particle in an acoustic field experience the PRF as a result of the pressure
gradient between the front and rear parts of the particle. The PRF can be
divided in two components: axial and lateral relative to the direction of acous-
tic wave propagation. The axial component is responsible for displacement of
particles to nodes or antinodes of the standing wave. The lateral component
packs the particles closer together, in the direction normal to the wave propaga-
tion, in the case where a lateral gradient in the generated sound field is present
(Gröschl 1998). The detailed expression initially provided by King (1934) for
the axial PRF considering rigid spheres suspended in an inviscid fluid. His
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theory predicts that in an ideal 1D standing wave, particles should translate to
either a pressure node or a pressure antinode depending on the value of what
King called “the relative density factor”. This factor is the ratio of particle
density to the density of the fluid in which it is suspended. According to his
theory, the particle moves to a pressure antinode if this ratio is less than 0.4
(light particle), while for higher values it translates to a pressure node. King’s
theory does not hold for spheres that cannot be assumed to be rigid in com-
parison to the surrounding fluid. Yosioka & Kawasima (1955) extended King’s
theory to allow for compressible spheres. They obtained an expression for the
time-averaged axial PRF on a spherical particle of radius a in a 1D standing
wave with acoustic energy density E = 1

4κop
2
a, as follows:

FPRFax
= 4πkEa3Φ(κ, ρ) sin(2kx) (2.1)

where k is the wave number defined as 2π
λ , λ is the wavelength, x is the distance

from a pressure node and pa is acoustic pressure amplitude. The term Φ(κ, ρ)
shown in Eq. 2.2 is often called the acoustic contrast factor and depends on both
the particle density ρp and its compressibility κp in relation to the properties
of the surrounding medium (ρo, κo).

Φ =
5ρp − 2ρo
2ρp + ρo

− κp
κo

(2.2)

Gorkov (1962) proposed an alternative approach to calculate the axial PRF
through the energy stored within a 1D standing wave. In this manner, the
force on a particle depends on the spatial gradient of the time-averaged kinetic
(Ekin(x) = E sin2 (kx)) and potential (Epot(x) = E cos2 (kx)) energies, mul-
tiplied by functions of fluid and particle densities and compressibilities. The
derivation of the analytical expression for the primary acoustic radiation force
on a particle suspended in an inviscid fluid will be provided in Appendix.

FPRFax =
∂

∂x

(
4πa3

3

((
3ρp − 3ρo
2ρp + ρo

)
Ekin(x)−

(
1− κp

κo

)
Epot(x)

))
(2.3)

The advantage of Gorkov’s formulation is the possibility to extend it to
three dimensional space, which makes it applicable to a wide variety of resonant
acoustic field geometries.

The theory mentioned above assumes idealized conditions in which the fluid
is considered inviscid. Several numerical approaches to model the effect of vis-
cosity have been investigated. Westervelt (1951) started by studying the effect
of thermal losses at the surface of a particle and the forces exerted on that par-
ticle in a plane progressive and standing waves. Doinikov (1997a) later derived
an expression for viscous and thermally conductive fluids for both plane and
progressive waves. He concluded that for small rigid spheres in plane standing
waves the correction to Eq. 2.1 to account for the effect of viscosity and thermal
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conductivity is negligible (Doinikov 1997b). Recently, Settnes & Bruus (2012)
calculated the acoustic radiation force on a compressible, spherical particle sus-
pended in a viscous fluid through the implementation of Prandtl-Schlichting
boundary-layer theory. They reported a negligible deviation from the inviscid
result for micron-sized nearly neutrally buoyant particles, but a significant ef-
fect of viscosity exceeding 10% for the acoustic force when considering heavy
particles. The deviation increases as the ratio of the particle radius (a) to
viscous boundary-layer thickness (δ) decreases, therefore becoming more sig-
nificant for smaller particles.

2.2.2. Secondary radiation forces

In a plane standing wave, particles experience secondary radiation forces (SRF),
in addition to the axial PRF, as a result of the acoustic energy scattered by
other particles (Weiser et al. 1984). A simplified equation for the SRF between
two particles derived by Weiser et al. (1984) is shown in Eq. 2.4. This equation
is valid for λ� a, l, where l is the distance between particles.

FSRF = 4πa6

[
(ρp − ρo)2(2 cos2 θ − 1))

6ρol4
v2(x)− ω2ρo(κp − κo)2

9l2
p2(x)

]
(2.4)

In Eq. 2.4 θ is the angle between the line joining the particles centres and
the propagation direction of the incident acoustic wave, with v(x) and p(x) the
acoustic particle velocity and pressure, respectively. This force can be either
repulsive (positive) or attractive (negative) as function of the alignment of the
pair of particles with respect to the wave propagation direction.

The PRF is by far the dominating force, typically being two orders of
magnitude larger than the SRF (Ter Haar & Wyard 1978; Woodside et al.
1997). The SRF however helps in the formation of aggregates within the nodal
planes of standing wave. The particles are initially translated to the nodes
or antinodes by the PRF and after the distances between them become small
the SRF assists in further aggregation. The magnitude of the SRF is usually
negligible due to the distance term l and only becomes considerable when the
distance between particles is very small (Crum 1971).

2.2.3. Lateral forces

The acoustic field actually encountered in practical resonators is not a pure
1D standing wave. Suspended particle can therefore also experience forces
in the lateral directions relative to the axis of wave propagation. As result,
particle might not only be translated to pressure nodes or antinodes, but also
to other locations within energy nodal planes called “hot spots” by (Schram
1991). These inhomogeneities can be the result of several phenomena:
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1. Near-field effects due to geometric interference patterns (Lilliehorn et al.
2005).

2. Higher acoustic modes within the enclosure (Townsend et al. 2006).
3. Coupling of structural resonance modes with those of the fluid (Haake

et al. 2005).
4. Inhomogeneity in the sound source (Gröschl 1998).

The occurrence of lateral forces can be desirable in some cases and was
exploited in several studies in order to trap particles (Morgan et al. 2004;
Lilliehorn et al. 2005). However, depending on the manipulation approach
implemented, lateral forces can also be undesirable and detrimental to the
performance. They may cause formation of large aggregates resulting in sedi-
mentation and blockage (Townsend et al. 2006). For the investigation presented
here, aimed at the fundamental study of acoustic particle separation in gases,
these forces are undesirable and great care will be applied to avoid them as
their superposition with the PRF complicates the identification of the effect of
individual parameters.



CHAPTER 3

Experimental setups

-

In this chapter, the experimental facilities used to study the continuous
separation of submicron particles suspended in air by ultrasound acoustic waves
are presented. Considering the objectives pursued, the project included the
development of a versatile separation channel and the use of well characterized
seeding techniques. As they are of critical importance for the quality of the
results gathered, the diagnostic means used to measure the particle number
density and size distribution as function of position in the channel will also be
described in detail in this chapter.

3.1. Acoustic separation channel

A simple flow-through resonator was built to study the effect of a wide range
of parameters on the acoustic separation efficiency. A schematic representa-
tion of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. The separation channel has a 30 mm
wide rectangular cross section, with variable height (H) adjustable from 0 to
20 mm and a length eight times the width. The side walls of the channel are
made of Plexiglas and glass to allow for optical access to the separation region.
The bottom and the top (reflector) surfaces of the channel are made from alu-
minium, ensuring good sound reflection by having a high acoustic impedance
differences with air. The velocity of air through the channel is regulated by
a flow controller (Teledyne Hastings HFC-202) which is connected to a clean
compressed air supply. The flow is conditioned upstream of the separation re-
gion in a stabilization chamber featuring three rows of fine grids followed by
a diffuser to damp turbulence and ensure a Poisuille-type velocity profile over
the transducer.

A commercially available electrostatic broadband transducer (SensComp,
Open face 600) is flush mounted into the bottom surface. It can generate
ultrasound standing waves of frequencies in the 50 kHz to 80 kHz range, cor-
responding to channel heights of 6.86 mm to 4.28 mm, assuming that a full
wavelength is desired in the resonator. Electrostatic transducer consist of two
electrodes: the first is a flexible metal-coated plastic film and the other is a rigid
textured metal plate. When an oscillating voltage is applied between the two
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the acoustic separation channel and of the
qualitative diagnostic technique based on laser light scattering.

electrodes, the transducer surface film vibrates and sound is emitted. The fre-
quency response of the transducer is a function of the weight and tension of the
vibrating membrane as well as of the thickness of the air layer trapped between
the two electrodes. This response can not be adjusted and for this reason the
experiments in terms of sound frequency and amplitudes were designed taking
into account the characteristic of transducer available as off-the-shelf compo-
nents. The active face of the transducer used is 35 mm in diameter and it is
capable of generating sound pressure amplitudes up to approximately 155 dB
(re 20 µpa), as measured using a pressure field microphone (type 4138 1/8 ′′

Brüel and Kjaer). The transducer is driven by a sinusoidal high voltage signal,
generated by a function generator (TG1000, TTi Ltd.), and intensified by an
amplifier to 400 V peak-to-peak amplitude with a 200 V DC offset.

Alternatives means for ultrasonic sound generation in air include elec-
tromagnetic, piezoelectric and magnetostrictive transducers. However, these
transducers are not suitable to address the objectives of this work, as they are
subject to limitations such as poor impedance matching with air, low ampli-
tudes of vibration or narrow operational frequency range (Gallego-Juarez et al.
1978).

3.2. Particle generation system

The particle generation systems typically used to seed solid particles into
gaseous flows can be categorized in two groups: powder dispersers and aerosol
atomizer using a liquid feedstock. In powder dispersers, solid particles are
placed in contact with a gas flow and entrained in various configuration to
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yield devices such as fluidized beds, dust feeders (Wright 1950) and rotating-
table particle generators (Hattersley & Tye 1954). In aerosol atomizers small
droplets are generated using different means with subsequent drying of the wa-
ter or solvent content of droplets to yield solid aerosols. Several means are
available to generate the droplets including intersecting an air jet with a liquid
film, (Liu & Lee 1975) or controlled mechanical forces used in inkjet aerosol
generators (Iida et al. 2014). In this study, a fluidized bed and and aerosol
atomizer were used to introduce a polydispersed suspension of particles in the
acoustic channel. Parameters of importance include the temporal stability of
the seeding in terms of total number of particles and size distribution, as well
as ensuring sufficient concentration for all flow rates investigated.

3.2.1. Fluidized bed seeder

The fluidized bed seeder used, shown schematically in Fig. 3.1 consists of a
cylinder with a porous metal plate glued to the bottom with clean air supplied
from below. The flow rate through the bed is regulated by a flow controller
(Teledyne Hastings HFC-202). Solid particles located above the porous plate
are entrained by the air flow when the drag force exceeds their weight. The
amount and size distribution of material seeded into the air flow is therefore
dependent on the gas velocity in the fluidized bed. To avoid additional changes
in the output, the bed height is kept at an approximately constant level and it is
stirred continuously to avoid the formation of channels in the bed material. The
use of the fluidized bed yielded an aerosol with sufficiently high number density
of big enough particles to make the visualisation of the nodal pattern formed
within the separation channel possible through optical means. This enabled
the convenient quantitative measurement of the particle number density as a
function of position in the channel, as described in Subsection 3.3.1. The broad
distribution of TiO2 (20-600 nm) is also desirable as it allows the investigation
of the relation between particle diameter and acoustic force across a wide size
range.

TiO2 particles (LaVision GmbH) with reported nominal diameter of 150-
250 nm were used for seeding, with the actual size distribution characterized
using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, GRIMM 5410). New batch of
TiO2 particles shows a Gaussian-shaped distribution with a mean size of about
100 nm and a long tail towards larger sizes, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The fluidized
bed could deliver TiO2 particles at an approximately constant concentration
with an average standard deviation of 7% over 10 minute periods for the size
range investigated (100-700 nm). However, the characterization of an old batch
of TiO2 particles that had remained in the seeder for a extended time revealed
possible agglomeration or selective removal of small particles by the seeding
process as the size distribution was then centred at approximately 400 nm and
extends to large sizes, as shown in Fig. 3.2.
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3.2.2. Aerosol generator

The second flow seeding technique used is based on the atomisation of a salt
water solution (TSI 3076, Constant Output Atomizer) with subsequent dry-
ing to yield solid salt particles. The salt water is fed to the atomiser using
a syringe pump operating at a constant flow rate. The liquids encounter an
air jet expanding through an orifice and the droplets are formed in the shear
layer of the jet. Large droplets are removed by impaction as the jet impinges
on the opposite wall, whereas the small droplets leave the atomiser with the
air stream. The liquid droplets are sent to a diffusion drier filled with desic-
cant (silica gel) where the water is removed, leaving only solid salt particles.
The droplet size distribution and number density can be controlled through
the type or concentration of the salt dissolved in the water, as well as through
the air pressure (1.5–2.5 bar) of the jet. An example of the particle size dis-
tribution obtained using a KCl solution with 4% mass concentration in water
shown in Fig. 3.2. The atomizer used proved problematic because of limited
temporal stability, with the number density often varying by approximately
±20% over the course of 20 minutes. This issue is most likely caused by the
accumulation of liquid feedstock in the atomizer and is inherent to this design.
Consequently, the stability could not be improved by using different liquid flow
rates, salt sollution concentration and air pressure. These variation were un-
acceptable because they are of the same order of magnitude as the acoustic
separation effect investigated considering the spatial averaging associated with
the sampling of the flow. For this reason, this technique, although promising,
has not been used extensively for the results presented here.
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Figure 3.2: Particle size distribution, normalized by the maximum number density,
measured with SMPS for the TiO2 and KCl aerosols, respectively generated with
the fluidized bed and liquid aerosol drying technique. The total particle number
density was in the order of 1 × 106particles/cm3 for KCl, 5 × 104particles/cm3 and
1 × 105particles/cm3 for the old and new batches of TiO2, respectively.

3.3. Diagnostic means

To gather the experimental quantities of interest in this project, namely the
size distribution and number density as function of position across the channel
height, two different diagnostic approaches were employed and will be described
in the following. The first is based on light scattering while the second is based
on sampling of part of the flow and subsequent on-line analysis.

3.3.1. Optical characterization of particles

A simple method based on laser light scattering was used to provide qualitative
information on the particle number density as a function of position in the
channel. This technique has the ability to quickly yield a 2D visualisation of
the particle distribution and therefore allows investigation of a wide range of
parameters.

A schematic representation of the optical setup is included in Fig. 3.1. A
thin laser sheet parallel to the flow direction is used to illuminate the region
immediately upstream and downstream of the transducer. The light sheet is
created by a diode laser and two plano-convex cylindrical lenses in Keplerian
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Transducer

Figure 3.3: Distribution of particles across the channel height in presence of sound
excitation at to the optimum frequency.

configuration and is inserted through the downstream opening, along the mid-
plane of the channel. The entrained particles scatter light which is captured
by a camera (Nikon D7000) positioned orthogonally to the flow. It is assumed
that attenuation of scattered light by other particles is negligible as the par-
ticle concentration falls in the dilute regime (Baker & Lavelle 1984; Gnirß &
Tropea 2008). Accordingly, the intensity of each pixel in the image is expected
to be proportional to the particle number density at that location. The images
are exposed for a sufficiently long time (1/3 s) to provide a high signal-to-noise
ratio. Consequently, individual particles are not resolved but rather their tra-
jectories are integrated. An example of image acquired using this technique is
presented in Fig. 3.3. In the following, the efficiency of separation is evaluated
for the conditions of optimal resonance yielding the highest pressure amplitude
and most visible separation effect in the channel, corresponding to the slightly
distorted nodal pattern from in Fig. 3.3, which will be discussed in Section 3.4.3.

The images acquired are processed using Matlab to yield a metric that
can be used to assess the effect of different parameters on the separation effi-
ciency. The migration of particles close to the reflector wall and transducer face
can be difficult to resolve, due to reflections. Consequently, only the central
part of channel is investigated, from H/6 to 5H/6. To account for artefacts
such as background noise and fouling of the windows, reference images are
taken frequently without flow and sound in the channel and subtracted from
the analyzed images. Signals for the particle number density are extracted
from the images through light intensity integration in sections upstream (REF)
and downstream (REF) of the transducer. These are shown schematically in
Fig. 3.4.

Using these two signals, several efficiency metric have been defined and
tested to identify a formulation that can appropriately capture the effects of
the parameters investigated. These efficiency metrics are:

1. The ratio of the collected light intensity within particle-enriched bands
(dark grey) in the SEP to the same location in the REF.

2. The ratio of the difference between collected light intensity within the
particle-enriched and particle-depleted (light grey) regions of the SEP
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to the collected light intensity within the particle-enriched bands in the
SEP.

3. The ratio of the difference between collected light intensity within particle-
enriched bands in the SEP and the REF, to the average light intensity
in the REF as a whole.

4. The ratio of the collected light intensity within particle-depleted regions
in the SEP to the collected light intensity within the particle-enriched
bands in the SEP.

5. The ratio between the maximum magnitude on light intensity in the
double particle-enriched bands in the SEP to the minimum in the central
depleted region in the SEP.

Similar results can be obtained by using two distinct images and comparing the
signal obtain in the SEP section on images acquired without sound excitation
with the signal obtained in the same section in images with sound excitation.
This approach using two images ensures that the eventual separation effects
caused by the channel itself and not by acoustics are not taken into account
in the metrics. The results show no significant effect in this regard. The
third efficiency metric in the list above has been shown to be the most reliable
at extracting consistent trend and has been used to characterize the images
acquired for the result presented here. This metric (η) is defined formally
in Eq. 3, and represents the relative increase in the particle number density in
particle-enriched bands in the SEP. The parameter (I) is the image spatial light
intensity, defined from pixel values in 14-bit images. Integration of I along the
y direction in SEP and REF sections yields the Iy,sep and Iy,ref signals which
are plotted at the bottom of Fig. 3.4.

For the investigation of the separation efficiency, the channel height was
set to match a wavelength, i.e. two pressure nodes are expected across the
channel height. In Fig. 3.4, the centroids of the two particle-enriched bands can
easily be detected in the Iy signals. The thickness of particle-enriched band is
estimated to be approximately 1/6 of the channel height at optimum resonance
and this value will be used in the calculation of the efficiency metric (η). In
the summation operator of Eq. 3, n is the number of H/6-wide-bands across
the channel height, which is equal to two in this experiment. The magnitude
of η is obviously a function of the width of the integrated band and increases
as the width of integrated band decreases. However, this does not compromise
the use of this metric for the purpose intended here.

η =

∑n
i=1

Xn+H/12∫
Xn−H/12

[Iy,sep − Iy,ref ]dy

Iyx,ref
(3.1)
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the separation efficiency assessment, with
experimental results collected with a channel height of 6.86 mm and an excitation
frequency of 50.3 kHz.

3.3.2. Particle sampling and on-line analysis

The objectives pursued in this work require quantitative measurement of both
particle number density and size distribution as a function of position in the
channel. The light scattering method described above cannot provide such
information, nor can any other optical technique available for this project, con-
sidering the size of the particles involved. Two approaches can be considered
for quantitative submicron particle characterization: off-line and on-line analy-
sis. The former is less expensive but it is far more time consuming as it usually
requires the samples collected to be characterized using a microscope. The
latter approach requires much more complex instrumentation, but can provide
almost instantaneous results about the size distribution of aerosols. The rapid-
ity of the analysis was a key factor that guided the choice of the instrument,
to enable the investigation of a wide range of parameters.

Two alternative on-line particle analysis techniques are available for aerosols
in the submicron size range: electrical mobility classifiers and diffusion batter-
ies. The first technique measures particle sizes by observing their velocity in a
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known electric field, while carrying a know electrical charge. Electrical mobil-
ity classifiers act as sensitive band-pass filters, only allowing the particles that
have a narrow velocity range in the electric field to pass through. Particles
are classified based on their aerodynamic size in the electrostatic field in the
annular section between inner and outer electrode of the Differential Mobility
Analyzer (DMA). The particles are then optically counted downstream in a
Condensing Particle Counter (CPC), where their size is grown in a saturated
vapour atmosphere (usually butanol). Because the flow rate through the in-
strument is precisely known, the signal from the CPC can be interpreted to
provide information on both particle number density and size distribution.

The diffusion battery, on the other hand measures the size distribution
based on the particles’ diffusional mobility through series of tubes of different
shapes or well defined stacks of fine mesh screens. A diffusion battery is often
used with a CPC to count the number of particles passing through the differ-
ent channels. This technique has significantly lower size resolution compared
with electrical mobility, as it has a limited number of physical channels. More-
over, the size distribution must be processed from the diffusion battery’s raw
penetration data, a process subject to significant errors (Kulkarni et al. 2011).

For these reasons, a technique based on electrical mobility was chosen for
on-line characterization of the aerosol size distribution. The instrument used
is a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, GRIMM 5410), consisting of a
DMA connected serially with a CPC. This system can provide particle size
measurement in the range of 11 to 1110 nm with a resolution of up to 44 chan-
nels. The system continuously draws a controlled volume of aerosol using an
internal pump. At the inlet of the DMA, an inertial impactor is mounted to
remove the large particles above a certain threshold, with the cut-off diameter
being a function of the flow rate and of the density of the particles. For ex-
ample, for TiO2 particles with a specific weight of 3.9–4.2 g/cm3 used in this
experiment, the cutoff occurs at approximately 800 nm, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

To bring the aerosol flowing at a specific location in the resonator to the
SMPS system, a section of the flow is sampled isokinetically between adjustable
plates, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The plates can be independently positioned in order
to gather information across the channel height. The spatial resolution of the
sampling is obviously dependent upon the spacing between the plates which in
turn is limited by the minimum flow rate required for proper SMPS operation.
For the results presented here, the sampling slit was approximately 1 mm thick.
Because the measurement is averaged over this section, this technique as it is
currently implemented cannot provide a point-wise value for the maximum
particle number density encountered in the resonator.

In this experiment, the inlet and outlet flow rates through the channel were
regulated by three flow controllers in addition to the SMPS built-in pump. One
was used upstream of the separator and supplied filtered compressed air to the
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the aerosol sampling and on-line analysis
approach. Inset shows a magnified view of the sampling slit and a cross-section of
the 3D printed block attached to the independently adjustable sampling plates.

fluidized bed seeder. The other two were located downstream of the separator
and connected to a vacuum pump (Leybold S1.5) regulating the flow rates of the
sections above and below the sampling channel. The flow through the sampling
slit was controlled by the built-in pump of the SMPS system with a constant
flow rate of 0.3 L/min. A Labview code was developed to automatically adjust
the flow rates of the two downstream flow controllers based on the position
of the sampling slit across the channel height and the inlet flow rate of the
channel. The sampling slit was held by a 3D printed block consisting of three
inlet and outlet ports, as shown in the insert of Fig. 3.5. The middle channel is
sent to the SMPS system and the other two are connected to the suction lines.
Disposable bonded microfibre filter elements (Headline grade 40) were placed
in the suction line upstream of the flow controllers to avoid their clogging by
aerosol particles.

Preliminarily experiments to validate the technique were conducted and
are presented in Paper 2. For these results, the sampler was positioned λ

2 from

the reflector wall with a 3λ
2 standing wave in the channel, i.e. at a pressure

antinode. This region is expected to have a lower particle number density in
the presence of a standing wave. This choice of location decreased the total
amount of particles sampled and helped to keep the SMPS impactor free of
particles.
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3.4. Channel and resonator characterization

To ensure proper interpretation of the results gathered, the conditions within
the channel were characterized in details. In the following the flow conditions
and pressure distribution achieved in a typical standing wave will be described,
as well as the resonance modes observed in the channel.

3.4.1. Flow quality assessment

The assessment of the flow quality was conducted using a Laser Doppler Anemom-
etry (LDA, Dantec Dynamic FowLite with BSA 60 processor) to ensure the
presence of laminar flow and quantify the residual turbulence intensity over
the transducer. This technique relies on the light scattered by TiO2 tracer
particles suspended in the fluid as they move through the measurement vol-
ume. The results presented in Fig. 3.6 show that the velocity profile is a slightly
asymmetric parabola, consistent with fully developed laminar flow. The asym-
metry and the discontinuity observed in the bottom half of the velocity profile
arises from the limitations of the stabilization chamber used, which needs to
accommodate the variable height of the channel. As a result, the contraction
at the entrance of the channel is slightly asymmetrical.

The high number of seeding particle measured means that statistical infor-
mation can be used to infer the turbulence intensity, in addition to the mean
velocity. The error bars plotted in Fig. 3.6 represent the standard deviation of
the velocity. Although the Reynolds number in the channel is on the order of
100 at the maximum, the flow therefore being laminar, a low level of turbu-
lence remains from the grids used to damp the jet formed by the compressed
air supply in the stabilisation chamber. This turbulence is progressively dissi-
pated by the laminar nature of the flow in the channel, but was still measurable
by LDA over the transducer. This residual turbulence progressively increases
in intensity with the average channel velocity. In the results obtained so far,
no measurable effect of this low intensity turbulence (maximum 2.36%) was
observed. More quantitative information would be needed to determine the
effect of turbulence on the separation efficiency. It should be expected that an
increase in the turbulence intensity beyond a critical value would decrease the
achievable separation efficiency. The effect of turbulence on the acoustic sep-
aration efficiency is of great interest to maximise the throughput of practical
gas-phase systems. This phenomenon, along with the identification of critical
turbulence intensity threshold as function of acoustic pressure amplitude, will
be treated in future works.

3.4.2. Transducer and sound pressure field characterization

A series of sound measurement was carried out to characterize the electrostatic
transducer used and the sound pressure field generated within the separation
channel. The results of this measurement are of a great importance as they
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Figure 3.6: Axial velocity profiles for different average bulk velocities, with a channel
height of 6.86 mm.

provide information on the quality of the established pressure field within the
channel. The pressure data was read using an oscilloscope (LeCroy, WaveAce
101) by measuring the peak-to-peak output voltage of the microphone (type
4138 1/8 ′′ Brüel and Kjaer) signal conditioner and converting it to sound pres-
sure level (SPL) in decibel.

The sound pressure amplitude produced by sinusoidal voltage signals of
different amplitudes supplied to the transducer were measured at the reflector
wall. For all excitation amplitudes tested, the signal was always shifted to
positive values using an appropriate DC offset. The probe was flush mounted
into the wall, exactly above the centre of transducer. The channel height was set
to match a wavelength, i.e. two pressure nodes are expected across the channel
height. To identify the pressure amplitude associated with optimum resonance
the frequency is progressively scanned around the expected fundamental mode
of the channel calculated from the measured height. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.7, revealing an increase of pressure amplitude at the resonance frequency
with the supplied voltage amplitude up to 400 Vpp, while for higher voltage
no discernible change in the produced pressure is observed. Considering the
saturation of the sound amplitude produced, the values recommended by the
manufacturer for the driving voltage (200 VDC, 400 Vpp) were used for most of
the experiments.
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The frequency response of the transducer was also evaluated by measuring
the pressure amplitude produced as a function of excitation frequency. The
channel height was adjusted from 6.86 mm to 4.29 mm, corresponding to fre-
quency range of 50 kHz to 80 kHz. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8, revealing
the presence minor resonance peaks in pressure amplitude in addition to the
fundamental mode, such as the local maxima observed for the 4.9 mm and
5.72 mm channel heights. In case of an ideal 1D planar standing wave, the
pressure amplitude measured at the reflector wall, with progressive changing of
the excitation frequency, should result in a symmetrical curve centred around
the resonance frequency. This suggests that there are factors that interfere
with the production of a 1D planar standing wave across the channel.

The pressure field across the channel height was finally measured by pro-
gressively traversing the probe vertically in the channel using a ball bearing
linear stage (Newport, M-UMR8.25) at increments of 0.1 mm. For the result
shown in Fig. 3.9, the transducer was supplied with a 400 Vpp sinusoidal exci-
tation (200 VDC offset) at a frequency of 50 kHz, in a 6.86 mm channel height
for a full wavelength resonator, with two pressure nodes expected at λ

4 and
3λ
4 . The wide pressure antinode in middle of channel is somewhat unexpected,

most likely the result of the standing wave established not being strictly 1D
planar. Numerical modelling of the separation channel will be used in future
works to investigate the influence of the transducer and channel geometry on
the pressure pattern established.

3.4.3. Resonant modes in the channel

In the experiments using the light scattering visualisation technique, the identi-
fication of the optimum acoustic particle separation in the channel was done by
progressively changing the frequency and taking images, as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Starting from a nearly uniform distribution of particles in the channel in the
absence of the acoustic excitation, the progressive tuning of the frequency to
the channel fundamental resonance mode reveals the standing wave pattern.
As tuning improves, the particles converge to the pressure nodes located close
to the transducer face and reflector wall as well as in the central part of the
channel. The analysis of the images shown in Fig. 3.10 by the efficiency metric
defined in Eq. 3 reveal the progression of the separation process, as shown in
Fig. 3.11.

In Fig. 3.10, the pressure nodal planes or pressure minima are observed at
slightly different positions than what can be expected assuming that a planar
1D standing wave is established in the channel. Two particle-enriched bands are
formed close to each other in middle of the channel, while they were expected
to form at 1

4 and 3
4 of the channel height. This pattern is also often associated

with additional bands near the upper and lower walls.
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Figure 3.7: Pressure amplitude as a function of different excitation signals supplied
to the transducer, measured at the reflector wall in a channel with height of 6.86 mm.

The particle distribution was also visualised when the sampling plates were
inserted through the downstream opening of the channel to perform the exper-
iments described in Section 3.3.2. A glass window was flush-mounted in the
reflector wall to make possible the simultaneous sampling and visualisation of
the channel, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.5. The laser sheet illuminates
the channel mid-plane, parallel to the flow direction just downstream of the
transducer. An example of a picture taken using this technique is presented in
Fig. 3.12, with a channel height and sound frequency of 6.86 mm and 75 kHz,
respectively. This condition result in a 3λ

2 standing wave with three pressure

nodes across the channel at λ
4 , 3λ

4 and 5λ
4 . The deflection observed in the side

nodes near the tip of the sampling plates is caused by changes in the shape of
the upper and lower walls to accommodate the plates in their fully retracted
position.

Contrary to what is the case when the channel outlet is open, as shown in
Fig. 3.10, the best separation of particles in this setup appears with the nodes
at the expected locations within the 3λ

2 standing wave. The presence of the
plates appears to distort the 1D pressure field established across the channel
and changes the shape of the nodal pattern associated with optimal separa-
tion. The comparison of the sound pressure field measurements (Fig. 3.9) and
the visualisation done in the open ended channel (Fig. 3.10) reveals that the in-
troduction of an object (microphone) also influences the location and the shape
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Figure 3.8: Pressure amplitude measured at the reflector wall as function of frequency
for different channel heights.
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Figure 3.9: Pressure distribution across the channel height, as measured by a 1/8 ′′

pressure field microphone (re 20 µpa) in a channel of 6.86 mm, with transducer exci-
tation at 50 kHz.

of the nodal regions, bringing the nodal pattern closer to an ideal 1D standing
wave. These two experiment were carried out with identical geometrical con-
figuration except that the sound pressure measurement were realized without
seeding of the flow in the channel. The results clearly show the establishment of
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pressure minima at different positions across the channel height with the only
difference being the presence of the microphone itself. Further investigations
are needed to clearly identify the physical cause of this observation, which will
be covered in future works.

b)

c)

Transducer

Transducer

Transducer

Transducer

d)

e)

Transducer

a)

Figure 3.10: Progressive tuning of standing wave frequency in order to find the opti-
mum resonance, visualised using the laser light scattering method. These images are
inverted for clarity, with darker shades denoting regions with higher particle number
density. The channel height is equal to 6.86 mm. a) No sound b) 49 kHz c) 49.3 kHz
d) 49.6 kHz e) 50 kHz. In this configuration the flow is from left to right and the
outlet is open to the atmosphere.
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Figure 3.11: Example of the variation of the acoustic separation efficiency metric as
the excitation frequency is scanned around the fundamental resonance of the channel
with height of 6.86 mm. Average bulk velocity of 0.15 m/s.
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Figure 3.12: Visualisation of the nodal pattern when part of the flow is ampler for
on-line analysis. A laser sheet is inserted from the top to reveal the position of the
nodes using the laser light scattering method, ensuring that the desired portion of the
flow is sampled isokinetically. The sound frequency is 75 kHz and channel height is
6.86 mm resulting in a 3λ

2
standing wave with three pressure nodes across the channel

at λ
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.



CHAPTER 4

Discussion and future directions

4.1. Discussion

The experimental investigations presented in this thesis address the research
challenges associated with using acoustic fields for particle manipulation in
gases. For this purpose, a versatile separation channel has been constructed
and advanced diagnostic methods have been implemented to gather information
on the aerosol composition as a function of position in the acoustic field. The
most important results gathered so far are discussed below.

The results of the light scattering experiment (Paper 1) demonstrate for the
first time that the continuous acoustic separation of submicron solid particles
suspended in air is possible. The results also show an increase in the separation
efficiency with sound pressure levels up to 154.5 dB, a trend expected from the
theory for the acoustic force on particles in a standing wave field developed in
the continuum regime.

An increase of the average gas velocity within the separation channel, hence
a decrease of the particle residence time above the transducer, results in a
more gradual decay in the separation efficiency than expected. A possible
explanation for this can be the occurrence of a saturation phenomenon at lower
velocities that limits further accumulation at pressure nodes. This also implies
that the effect of turbulence is not significant at the highest velocity investigated
here, with a measured turbulence intensity of 2.35%.

The effect of the parallelism between the transducer and reflector on the
separation efficiency was also investigated, revealing that the alignment of walls
become less important as the channel height increases. This is important be-
cause to achieve a high acoustic force, high frequency excitation has to be
used, which in turns requires smaller channels and hence tighter fabrication
tolerances.

The results discussed previously reveal that theoretical framework devel-
oped assuming that the fluid can be treated as a continuum is adequate to
identify the trends in the parametric dependence of the acoustophoresis phe-
nomenon for submicron particles in gases. However, the acoustic separation of
submicron particles in gases essentially occurs in the transition regime as the
particle diameter is of the same order of magnitude as the mean free path of

34
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the air molecules. Therefore, molecular effects should be investigated for the
acoustophoresis of such small particles. In the transition and molecular regimes,
the acoustic force on particles can no longer expected to be, calculated using
bulk quantities such as viscosity. As a result, in applications dealing with sub-
micron particles,a particle size threshold below which molecular effect becomes
significant needs to be identified.

To address this issue, an on-line quantitative measurement technique based
on sampling part of the aerosol in the channel was implemented. It allowed to
measure both the particle number density and size distribution as function of
position across the channel height and establish the magnitude of the acoustic
force on the submicron particles as a function of size. These efforts will yield
the first precise experimental measurements of the acoustic force on particles
suspended in air within a standing acoustic field covering the transition and
molecular regime. The results gathered so far (Paper 2) demonstrate a clear
separation of submicron TiO2 particles in the 100–600 nm size range by acoustic
forces.

The nodal patterns visualization using light scattering gathered in differ-
ent geometrical configuration revealed significant changes in the location and
shape of the pressure nodes. Most interestingly, the optimal separation when
two pressure nodes are present in the channel was often observed when the
pressure minima had a distance closer than the expected λ

2 from each other.
This was often associated with the appearance of additional enriched bands
near the transducer and reflector walls, when the downstream opening of the
channel was open to the atmosphere. However, in the configurations where the
sampling plates or the microphone are inserted into the channel, the pressure
minima appears at the expected location across the channel height. These re-
sults hints at the presence of other resonant modes in our 2D channel which
causes the distortion of the established pressure field across the channel height.
This highlights the important effect of geometrical changes (insertion of sam-
pling plates or microphone) on the established pressure field across the channel
height. However, further investigations such as numerical modelling of the res-
onator can be of a great assistance to understand the underlying caused of
these distortion of the standing acoustic field.

4.2. Future direction

The results gathered so far have demonstrated the capabilities of the diagnos-
tic means implemented to acquire the size distribution and particle number
density of particles across the height of an acoustic resonator. From these de-
velopments, the acoustic force on submicron particles can now be calculated
and from it the deviation from the continuum-based theoretical prediction can
be quantified. Investigation in the transition and molecular regime is critical to
identify the possibilities offered by acoustic separation technique for submicron
particles suspended in gases. The experimental results needed for this task will
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require the development of a more robust particle generation system that can
deliver very stable particle concentration for polydisperse aerosols.

Despite its simple geometry, it is evident that complex nodal patterns can
be formed across the height of the channel used here. A collaborative numerical
study will be carried out to clearly identify the reasons behind this phenomenon
such as the effect of higher resonant modes and the geometrical configuration
on the established pressure distribution.

The knowledge gained in this fundamental investigation will be transferred
to the applications considered in this project, starting with the development
of an acoustic band-pass filter and concentrator for the Norosensor project.
This will allow the selective collection of particles with in a specific size range,
increasing the sensor life by avoiding clogging. The detection time will also be
reduced by concentrating the particles and sending a limited volume of air to
the sensor.



Appendix

In this section the derivation of analytical expression for the acoustic radiation
force on a compressible particle in an inviscid fluid is presented. The develop-
ments are taken from the work of Settnes & Bruus (2012). And based on the
well known governing equation for acoustics and perturbation theory. For a
given fluid in the absence of external forces and for isothermal conditions, the
thermodynamic equation of state (Eq. 4.1), the kinematic continuity and the
dynamic Navier-Stokes equation for the velocity field υ are defined below.

p = p(ρ), (4.1)

∂ρ = −∇ · (ρυ), (4.2)

ρ∂tυ = −∇p− ρ(υ.∇)υ + η∇2υ + βη ∇(∇ · υ), (4.3)

Where p, ρ, η and β are pressure, density, dynamic viscosity of the fluid and
viscosity ratio (kinematic to dynamic viscosity), respectively. A quiescent fluid
in the absence of any perturbation has the density ρo and pressure po. A
perturbation such as an acoustic wave introduces first and second order per-
turbation terms (subscript 1 and 2, respectively) for the density ρ, pressure p,
and velocity υ,

ρ = ρo + ρ1 + ρ2, (4.4)

p = po + c2oρ1 + p2, (4.5)

υ = υ1 + υ2. (4.6)

Here, co is the speed of sound with c2o = (∂p/∂ρ)s obtained from the isentropic
differential, yielding the identity

p1 = c2oρ1, (4.7)

and an explicit expression for the compressibility κo,

κo = − 1

V

∂V

∂p
=

1

ρo

∂ρ

∂p
=

1

ρoc2o
(4.8)

The first order perturbed (linearized) of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equa-
tion are,

∂tρ1 = −ρo∇ · υ1, (4.9)

ρo∂tρ1 = −c2o∇ · ρ1 + η∇2υ1 + βη∇(∇ · υ1), (4.10)
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The first-order acoustic wave equation for ρ1 is obtained by taking the time
derivative of Eq. 4.9 and using of Eq. 4.10,

∂2
t ρ1 = c2o[1 +

(1 + β)η)

ρoc2o
∂t]∇2ρ1, (4.11)

The acoustic force is a time-average effect therefore there is no need for the
full second-order perturbation of the governing equations. A first-order field
f(r, t), neglecting the higher perturbations, has a harmonic time dependence,

f(r, t) = f(r)e−iωt, (4.12)

and defines the time average 〈X〉 over a full oscillation period τ of a quantity
X(t) as

〈X〉 ≡ 1

τ

∫ τ

0

dtX(t). (4.13)

This yields the time-averaged, second-order perturbation of Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 in
the form

ρo∇ · 〈υ〉 = −∇ · 〈ρ1υ1〉, (4.14)

−∇〈p2〉+ η∇2〈υ2〉+ βη∇(∇ · 〈υ2〉) = 〈ρ1∂tυ1〉+ ρ0〈(υ1 · ∇)υ1〉 (4.15)

Considering acoustic boundary layer, i.e. momentum diffusion length, for a
particle within an acoustic field as follow

different regions surrounding the particle can be defined. The viscous re-
gion, r/ 5δ from the particle surface, in which viscosity do play a dominate
role. The inviscid region (5δ < r<λ) where the effect of viscosity is negligible
and far-field region (r >λ). In inviscid region, the first-order flow υ1 is a po-
tential flow, i.e. Eq. 4.10 with η = 0, inserted in Eq. 4.15 and combined with
Eq. 4.8 results in

〈p2〉 =
1

2
κo∇ · 〈p2

1〉 −
1

2
ρo∇ · 〈υ2

1〉. (4.16)

A micron-sized particle in a acoustic field behave as a weak point scatterer,
which will be treat by first-order scattering theory. In this situation, the in-
coming wave to the particle is described by the oscillatory velocity field υin, and
the outgoing wave propagating away from the particle is υsc. The first-order
acoustic velocity field υ1 is given by the sum

υ1 = υin + υsc (4.17)

The first-order scattered field υsc can calculated easily by considering a known
incoming first-order field υin. The acoustic radiation force acting on particle
FRad can be determined subsequently as the time-averaged second-order forces
acting on a fixed surface ∂Ω in the inviscid region, encompassing the particle
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(Gorkov 1962). For inviscid fluids, FRad is the sum of the time-averaged second-
order pressure p2 and momentum flux tensor ρo〈υ1υ1〉,

FRad = −
∫
∂Ω

da{〈p2〉n + ρo〈(n.υ1)υ1〉}

=

∫
∂Ω

da{[ 〈p
2
1〉

2ρoc2o
− ρo

2
〈υ2

1〉]n + ρo〈(n.υ1)υ1〉}.
(4.18)

To facilitate the determination of p1 and υ1, in the inviscid region they can
be expressed based on the velocity potential Ψ as υ1 = ∇Ψ1 and p1 = −ρo∂tΨ1.
For a harmonic time dependence, Eq. 4.10 will be

Ψ1 = −i c
2
o

ρoω
ρ1, (4.19)

and, we have

Ψ1 = Ψin + Ψsc, (4.20)

υ1 = ∇Ψ1 = ∇Ψin +∇Ψsc, (4.21)

p1 = iρoωΨ1 = iΨoωΨin + iρoωΨsc (4.22)

According to Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.18, Ψ1 (also Ψin and Ψsc) follows the invis-
cid wave equation ∂2

t Ψ = c2o∇2Ψ. FRad is calculated assuming a spherical
particle with radius a placed at the centre of coordinate system with r the
position vector to the integration surface ∂Ω. In standard scattering theory,
the Ψsc from a point scatterer can expressed based on time-retarded multipole
expansion. In the far-field region, the monopole and dipole components are
dominant, Ψsc ≈ Ψmp + Ψdp. These two component, in the physical ground,
have the form Ψmp(r, t) = ρin(t− r/Co)/r and Ψdp(r, t) = ∇· [υin(t− r/co)/r].
Therefore, in the far-field region Ψsc has the following form:

Ψsc(r, t) = −f1
a3

3ρo

∂tρin(t− r/co)
r

−f2
a3

2
∇ · (υin(t− r/co)

r
), r � λ

(4.23)

Inserting the velocity potentials Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.23 into Eq. 4.18. Imple-
menting the index notation (including summation of repeated indices), the ith
component of Eq. 4.18 will be:

F radi = −
∫
∂Ω

da nj{[
c2o
ρo
〈ρinρsc〉 − ρo〈υink υsck 〉]δij

+ρo〈υini υscj 〉+ ρo〈υsci υinj 〉}
(4.24)

= −
∫

Ω

dr∂j{[
c2o
ρo
〈ρinρsc〉 − ρo〈υink υsck 〉]δij

+ρo〈υini υscj 〉+ ρo〈υsci υinj 〉}
(4.25)
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= −
∫

Ω

dr{[ c
2
o

ρo
〈ρin∂iρsc〉 − ρo〈ρsc∂iρin〉]

+ρo〈υini ∂jυscj 〉+ ρo〈υsci ∂jυinj 〉}
(4.26)

= −
∫

Ω

dr{−〈ρin∂tυsci 〉 − 〈ρsc∂tυini 〉

+ρo〈υini ∂jυscj 〉 − 〈υsci ∂tρin〉}
(4.27)

= −
∫

Ω

dr{〈υini ∂tρsc〉 − ρo〈υini ∂jυscj 〉 (4.28)

= −
∫

Ω

dr ρo〈υini (∂2
jΨsc −

1

c2o
∂2
t Ψsc)〉 (4.29)

Substituting Ψsc in Eq. 4.23 and recognizing the d’ Alembert wave operator in
Eq. 4.29 acting on Ψsc, the ∂2

jΨsc − 1
c2o
∂2
t Ψsc can be written as delta function:

f1
4πa3

3ρo
∂tρin δ(r) + f2 2πa3 ∇ · [υinδ(r)], r � λ (4.30)

Considering Gauss’s theorem, Eq. 4.29 can be rewrite as:

FRad = −4π

3
a3 〈f1υin∂tρin〉+ 2πa3ρo 〈f2(υin · ∇)υin〉 (4.31)

= −4π

3
a3 〈f1ρo∂tυin〉+ 2πa3ρo 〈f2(υin · ∇)υin〉 (4.32)

= − 4π

3ρoc2o
a3 〈f1pin∇pin〉+ 2πa3ρo 〈f2υin · ∇υin)υin〉 (4.33)

= −πa3 [
2κo
3
Re[f1p

∗
in∇Pin]− ρoRe[f∗2 υ∗in · ∇υ]], (4.34)

In Eq. 4.34 the pin and υin are evaluated at r = 0. The asterisk denotes complex
conjugation. Consequently, the radiation pressure on a small particle (a� λ)
in a standing wave is as follow:

FRad = −∇URad, (4.35)

URad =
4π

3
a3[f1

κ

2
〈p2
in〉 − f2

3ρo
4
〈υ2
in〉]. (4.36)

As it evident from Eq. 4.36, the URad is proportional to the particle volume
and it contains a positive contribution from acoustic pressure fluctuations and a
negative contribution from acoustic particle velocity speed due to the Bernoulli
effect.

The long derivation of monopole and dipole scattering coefficients is not
provided here, for further information refer to Gorkov (1962); Settnes & Bruus
(2012). f1 is calculated by considering the mass rate of fluid carried by the
scattered wave through a surface ∂Ω encompassing the particle. f1 turns out
to be only dependent on the compressibility of the fluid and the particle

f1 = 1− κp
κo
, (4.37)
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Settnes & Bruus (2012) also derived analytical expression for the dipole scat-
tering coefficients. f2 is associated to the translational motion of the particle
and it is a function of viscosity of the fluid. But, in an inviscid fluid the f2 has
the following form

f2 =
2(ρp − ρo)
2ρp + ρo

, (4.38)

where index p denotes the properties of particle.

Considering a particle suspended in an inviscid fluid within 1D standing
wave propagating in x direction, the acoustic radiation force expression is then
simplified to Yosioka & Kawasima (1955) classic result

Fax = (
πVpp

2
aκo

2λ
)Φ(κ, ρ) sin(2kx), (4.39)

Φ =
5ρp − 2ρo
2ρp + ρo

− κp
κo
, (4.40)

Where Φ is often called acoustic contrast factor, and it is a function of both
the monopole and dipole coefficients.



CHAPTER 5

Papers and authors contributions

Paper 1
Acoustic Separation of Submicron Solid Particles in air

Ramin J. Imani (RIJ), Etienne Robert (ER), submitted to Ultra-
sonics (2015)

A simple method based on laser light scattering was used to provide
qualitative information on the particle number density as a function
of position in the channel. The effect of different parameters (flow,
acoustic and geometric) on the acoustic separation efficiency of particle
within resonator was investigated. RIJ modified the available acoustic
separation channel, carried out the experiment, analyzed the data and
wrote the paper under supervision of ER. Parts of these results have
been published in:

Efficiency Assessment of Acoustic Solid-Particle Separation in Gases

Ramin J. Imani (RIJ), Etienne Robert (ER) Acoustofluidics2014,
11-12 September, Prato, Italy

Paper 2
Quantitative Measurement of Acoustic Separation of Submicron Solid

Particles in Air

Ramin J. Imani (RIJ), Etienne Robert (ER), technical report (2015)

A diagnostic approach based on sampling of part of the flow and sub-
sequent on-line analysis is used to acquire quantitative information on
both the number density and the size distribution of particle as function
of position in a standing wave acoustic field. The experimental facil-
ity was designed by ER and RIJ. RIJ then conducted the experiment,
analyzed the data and wrote the manuscript under the supervision of
ER.
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Paper 3
Acoustic separation of sub-micron particles in gases

Etienne Robert (ER), Ramin I. Jajarmi (RIJ), Jan Pettersson (JP)
and Klas Engvall (KE), Proceeding of ICA 2013 conference, June 9
Montreal.

This paper presented our first implementation of the quantitative
sampling approach using an on-line measurement technique to quantify
the separation of submicron particle in a standing wave established in a
flow-through resonator. This work was the basis for the development of
the experimental setup used in Paper 2. The experiment were carried
out by RIJ, ER and JP. ER analysed the data and wrote the paper.
This paper will not be presented in the paper compilation chapter at
the end of this thesis.

Paper 4
Acoustophoresis in gases: Effect of turbulence and geometrical pa-

rameters on separation efficiency

Etienne Robert (ER), Ramin I. Jajarmi (RIJ), Markus Steibel (MS),
Klas Engvall (KE), Proceeding of 8th International Conference on Mul-
tiphase Flow ICMF 2013, Jeju, Korea, May 26 - 31.

This paper presents the first qualitative results using light scatter-
ing technique to study the effect of several parameters (acoustic, flow,
geometrical) on the acoustic separation efficiency. The majority of ex-
periments was carried out by MS and the laser doppler anemometry by
RIJ. RIJ analysed the data and ER wrote the paper. The experimen-
tal setup used in this investigation was partially used for experiments
carried out in Paper1. This paper will not be presented in the paper
compilation chapter at the end of this thesis.
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